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During the last decade, many clinical and pathophysiological aspects of sleep-related epileptic and nonepileptic paroxysmal behaviors have been clariﬁed. Advances have been achieved in part through the use
of intracerebral recording methods such as stereo-electroencephalography (S-EEG), which has allowed a
unique “in vivo” neurophysiological insight into focal epilepsy. Using S-EEG, the local features of physiological and pathological EEG activity in different cortical and subcortical structures have been better
deﬁned during the entire sleep-wake spectrum. For example, S-EEG has contributed to clarify the
semiology of sleep-related seizures as well as highlight the speciﬁc epileptogenic networks involved
during ictal activity. Moreover, intracerebral EEG recordings derived from patients with epilepsy have
been valuable to study sleep physiology and speciﬁc sleep disorders. The occasional co-occurrence of
NREM-related parasomnias in epileptic patients undergoing S-EEG investigation has permitted the recordings of such events, highlighting the presence of local electrophysiological dissociated states and
clarifying the underlying pathophysiological substrate of such NREM sleep disorders. Based on these
recent advances, the authors review and summarize the current and relevant S-EEG literature on sleeprelated hypermotor epilepsies and NREM-related parasomnias. Finally, novel data and future research
hypothesis will be discussed.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Introduction
In the last decade many clinical and pathophysiological aspects of sleep-related epileptic and non-epileptic paroxysmal
behaviors have been clariﬁed. Expert recommendations and
diagnostic tools have been proposed to help physicians [1e5] and
reviews have been published on the mutual inﬂuence and the
interrelationship between epilepsy and sleep [6e13]. The diagnostic challenges of sleep-related epileptic and non-epileptic
behaviors like non-rapid eye movement (NREM) parasomnias
have also been described [3,4,14e18]. Because of the authors'
expertise in sleep medicine, electrophysiology and epilepsy surgery, this article will adopt a different approach and highlight the
clinical and pathophysiological insights into sleep-related
epileptic and non-epileptic paroxysmal behaviors that were

gained from the use of stereo-electroencephalography (S-EEG)
recordings during the presurgical evaluation of drug-resistant
focal epilepsy.
Every year, a small percentage of patients with drug-resistant
focal epilepsy undergo S-EEG recordings before possible epilepsy
surgery. The data obtained from such recordings has permitted a
better understanding of the interplay between sleep and epilepsy.
Moreover, as NREM-related parasomnias are relatively common,
co-existence with drug-resistant focal epilepsy can sometimes
occur, thus providing an exceptional opportunity to capture and
study NREM parasomnias with S-EEG. In this article, we aim to
summarize the current S-EEG literature, ﬁrst in sleep-related epilepsies and then in NREM arousal parasomnias. Novel unpublished
S-EEG data will be presented along with research hypotheses on
the pathophysiology of both disorders.
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Abbreviations
CAP
CPG
CSWS

cyclic alternating pattern
central pattern generators
continuous spike-wave discharges during
slow-wave sleep
EEG
electroencephalography
ED
epileptiform discharge
EZ
epileptogenic zone
FCD
focal cortical dysplasia
IEDs
interictal epileptiform discharges
IPG
inferior parietal gyrus
hd-EEG high-density EEG
MME
minor motor events
MRI
magnetic resonance imaging
NFLE
nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy
NREM
non-rapid eye movement
PAs
paroxysmal arousals
PET
positron emission tomography
REM
rapid eye movement
S-EEG
stereo-electroencephalography
SMA
supplementary motor area
SPECT
single photon emission computed tomography
TLE
temporal lobe epilepsy
VIM
ventralis intermedius nucleus of the thalamus
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subcortical structures during the different states of the sleep-wake
cycle [37e52].
Sleep-related seizures: insights from stereoelectroencephalography
The frequency of sleep-related epilepsy, deﬁned as « seizures
occurring exclusively or predominantly during sleep » represents
up to 12% of people with epilepsy, the majority of which are
affected by focal epilepsy [11,53,54]. Moreover, focal seizures
occurring during sleep are known to predominantly originate from
the frontal lobe [55,56]. Patients with almost exclusively sleeprelated hypermotor seizures are said to be affected by nocturnal
frontal lobe epilepsy (NFLE) [14,57], a heterogeneous syndrome
regrouping familial, sporadic, idiopathic, cryptogenic and symptomatic cases [33,57e59]. NFLE is generally considered a benign
epileptic syndrome due to the relative ease of controlling seizures
with antiepileptic drugs. However, severe and drug-resistant forms
have been described [33,57,60,61]. NFLE has been extensively
studied as the archetype syndrome of sleep-related hypermotor
manifestations, ﬁrst with scalp and sphenoidal EEG [57,62,63] and
following a few case reports [64,65], more comprehensively with
intracranial and S-EEG recordings [31e33]. Because autosomal
dominant and sporadic NFLE may show similar clinical and electroencephalographic features [33,57,66], it is assumed that semiologic ﬁndings in symptomatic forms of NFLE should theoretically
apply to genetic and idiopathic cases. The anatomo-electro-clinical
features of sleep-related epileptic paroxysmal behaviors, as studied
by S-EEG, will be reviewed here.

Stereo-electroencephalography: deﬁnition and uses
S-EEG methodology is based on the stereotactic placement of a
number of intracerebral multilead electrodes to obtain long-term
EEG recording in a 3-D arrangement (Fig. 1) [19]. Its main goal is
to deﬁne the spatial and temporal organization of seizures of focal
origin [19e21]. S-EEG allows the anatomical, electrical and clinical
characterization of the epileptogenic zone (EZ), an area of cortex
operationally deﬁned as the site necessary and sufﬁcient for the
initiation and early organization of the epileptic seizure [22]. As a
clinical tool, a S-EEG exploration is proposed to patients with drugresistant epilepsy when non-invasive tests have failed to
adequately localize the EZ [19e21]. Each S-EEG exploration is
personalized and tailored to patient characteristics, such as cerebral
and vascular anatomy, seizure semiology and previous scalp EEG
lateralizing and localizing features [19]. The collected electroclinical data are then reviewed by an epileptologist and discussed
with the neurosurgeons and neuroradiologists to conﬁrm or
invalidate the pre-implantation EZ localization hypothesis and,
once the EZ has been conﬁdently localized, epilepsy surgery can
become an effective therapeutic option [23e25].
S-EEG is also used as a research tool. Indeed, S-EEG recordings
can overcome the limits of non-invasive electrophysiological tools
such as the standard scalp EEG (international 10e20 system) and
high-density EEG (hd-EEG) which have high temporal resolution
but often lack the spatial resolution to show circumscribed electrophysiological activity of midline and deep brain structures
[26e28]. By providing direct access to the cortex as well as the
deeper structures, S-EEG recordings in epileptic patients allow an
anatomically precise “in vivo” study of localized cortical structures
and neural networks. Such studies have helped deﬁne the clinical
concept of the epileptogenic network [29,30] and enabled the
characterization of the frontal and extra-frontal networks
involved in sleep-related epilepsies [31e36]. S-EEG has also provided novel human data on the local pathological, paraphysiological and physiological activity of different cortical and

Sleep-related epileptic clinical manifestations in NFLE conﬁrmed by
S-EEG
Classically, NFLE is associated with frequent complex motor seizures occurring during sleep. In the space of a single night, patients
may exhibit different sleep-related motor events of increasing
complexity ranging from short minor motor events (MME) and
paroxysmal arousals (PAs) to longer lasting major attacks.
Major attacks, can include hyperkinetic automatisms, such as
bimanual/bipedal activity, kicking, thrashing, rocking, axial and
pelvic movements, or asymmetric tonic or dystonic postures usually
lasting 20e30 s [33,57,59,66]. Rarely, patients also present epileptic
nocturnal wandering, a form of nocturnal semi-purposeful and
prolonged ambulatory behavior that is often associated with
vocalization, unintelligible language and/or a frightened facial
expression [33,36,67,68]. PAs are characterized by sudden and brief
arousals (5e10 s) sometimes accompanied by stereotyped movements, brief dystonic postures, vocalization, frightened expression
and/or fear. Occasionally, PAs occur more gradually, resembling a
physiologic awakening with eye opening and slight head elevation
[65]. After the attack, patients quickly go back to sleep [33,57]. MME
are even shorter (2e4 s) movements, often stereotyped, involving
the axial musculature, the head or the limbs [69]. Both PAs and MME
may go unnoticed by the bed partner or family members [33,70,71].
Auras are rarely reported as patients are sleeping but have been
described during diurnal events and can be helpful in localizing the
EZ, mostly when seizures originate outside the frontal lobe [31,34].
In contrast to the relatively well-recognized patterns of temporal lobe seizures, the semiology of NFLE manifestations (and
frontal lobe seizures in general) is much more challenging to
characterize. The spread of ictal activity can be both multi-lobar
and multidirectional leading to highly variable clinical features
[14,34,36,57,72]. Interictal and ictal electrophysiogical activities are
often not detectable on scalp EEG recordings due to the inaccessibility of much of the frontal lobes to surface electrodes or masked
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Fig. 1. Stereo-EEG recording through the sleep-wake cycle. An S-EEG recording exploring the right fronto-centro-parieto-temporal regions also including the insula and the
hippocampus. Each light and dark grey circle marks one cortical entry point of the depth electrodes. Underneath the reconstructed cortical surface, each yellow dot on the brain MRI
coronal images indicates the EEG lead positions inside the brain. The epileptogenic zone in this patient was located near the (1) anterior cingulate gyrus and expressed EEG activity
compatible with a type II focal cortical dysplasia (FCD). Contact (1) demonstrates the typical ﬁring pattern of the type II FCD during the sleep-wake cycle with high amplitude spikes
and bursts of low voltage fast activity more frequently recorded during NREM sleep stage 2. All other selected contacts expressed physiologic cortical activity: (2) lateral orbital
gyrus, (3) middle portion of the cingulate gyrus, (4) postecentral gyrus, (5) long gyri of the insula, (6) hippocampus, (T) ventralis intermedius nucleus of the thalamus. Notice that
the selected contacts possess distinct electrical signatures in terms of frequency and amplitude during wakefulness and REM sleep, that become more homogenous during NREM
sleep stage 3. Also, wakefulness and REM sleep share similar features except for thalamus activity. (scalp) scalp electrodes P3-Pz according to the international 10-20 system, (EOG)
electrooculogram. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

by movement artifacts related to seizures. This is often accompanied by a low incidence of signiﬁcant magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) ﬁndings, even in symptomatic cases [33,57]. Furthermore,
contradictory studies on ictal frontal semiology based solely on
MRI-visible epileptogenic lesions have lead to confusing electricoeclinical correlations since in many cases, the cerebral networks involved in producing the ictal signs engage structures
distant from the seizure onset zone [36]. Altogether, these characteristics can make it very difﬁcult to identify the spatiotemporal
evolution and anatomo-electro-clinical correlations of frontal lobe
seizures without the use of invasive EEG recordings [34,36,73].
S-EEG correlates of NFLE
When analyzing seizure semiology, it is important to conceptualize the clinical expression of the epileptic discharge as a
reﬂection of excessive activation (or inhibition) of a speciﬁc brain
network, rather than simply being the consequence of an epileptic
discharge haphazardly propagating to neighboring cerebral cortex
[36]. S-EEG recordings in patients with sleep-related seizures have
shown that the increasing complexity of the ictal motor behavior
reﬂects a different duration and propagation pattern of the ictal
epileptic discharge within the frontal lobe [64,72]. Studies of frontal
lobe epilepsy with S-EEG have revealed that the most highly integrated ictal behaviors arise from the rostral prefrontal regions
[33,34,36,72e74], while the more elementary motor signs are on
the other hand associated to the more caudally located ictal discharges [33,36,73]. Moreover, the possible electroclinical

involvement of extra-frontal regions (temporal, parietal and insular
lobe) during seizures of frontal onset underlines the existence of
speciﬁc brain circuits for the production of particular semiologic
features [34e36,75]. Indeed, it is expected that seizures with
comparable semiology should reﬂect neuronal activity in the same
brain circuit, and that seizure onset remote from a particular brain
circuit must reach it preferentially along predeﬁned routes to
produce a stereotyped inter-individual response [36,76].
For seizure semiology purposes, the frontal lobe can be divided
into partially overlapping cortical regions representing a continuum of clinical features that follow a rostrocaudal hierarchical organization of the frontal lobe [36]. Fig. 2 summarizes the anatomoelectro-clinical features observed in sleep-related paroxysmal behaviors. Elementary motor signs such as clonic movements and the
classic Jacksonian march originate from the primary motor cortex
[77,78]. A somatosensory or nonspeciﬁc aura is often present [36].
The most frequent sequence consists of clonic activity starting
unilaterally in the face, then spreading to the arm of the same side,
followed by speech arrest, and eye blinking [79]. The presence of
tonic or dystonic contractions and/or posturing were also shown to
arise from precentral and/or premotor regions as well as the
postecentral gyrus and the central cingulate gyrus [33,34,36,73].
One of the main characteristics of these types of seizure is the
preservation of consciousness [79].
Asymmetric proximal and/or axial tonic posture and anarchic
motor behaviors arise from the premotor area and posterior part of
the dorso-lateral pre-frontal regions as well as the posterior mesial
part of the superior frontal gyrus (involvement of supplementary
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the rostrocaudal continuum of frontal lobe seizure manifestations derived from S-EEG recordings. Although the boundaries between color-coded
subgroups are ﬂuid and overlapping, S-EEG has permitted the identiﬁcation of speciﬁc regional electroclinical patterns. Caudal manifestations are characterized by simple motor
manifestations such as asymmetric clonic and dystonic movements that become more symmetric, complex and integrated as the more anterior portions of the frontal lobe are involved.
Rostral involvement is characterized by very integrated, almost normal behaviors commonly associated with emotional expressions. Of note, the antero-mesial portion of the temporal
lobe is frequently involved alongside the orbito-frontal cortex. Furthermore, clinical features of rostrocaudal extremes almost never occur together. Figure created using anatomoelectroclinical data from [33,34,36,72,73]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

motor area (SMA) and pre-SMA) and paracentral lobule [34,36,73,80].
These cortical areas as well as the anterior cingulate gyrus have been
shown to produce ictal pouting (“chapeau de gendarme” sign) [81].
Involvement of anterior frontal regions gives rise to more integrated
gestural motor behaviors, distal stereotypies, manipulation/utilization and ﬁxed facial expression when the rostral prefrontal ventrolateral regions and the rostral cingulate gyrus are involved early
[34,36,73]. Indeed, these areas have been shown to be essential for
organizing and controlling goal-directed behaviors and emotional
responses [82]. Hyperkinetic integrated gestures and complex motor
behaviors (i.e., kicking, pedaling, boxing) may arise from the activation of the anterior dorso-lateral frontal area and fronto-polar region
but are mostly the result of the involvement of the rostral part of the
anterior cingulate cortex [33,34,36,73]. The activation of the orbital
and medial-prefrontal networks include negative emotions, fearful
behavior with occasional hyperkinetic attempts to ﬁght or escape and
affective expressions that rapidly involved the paralimbic system
(ventromedial prefrontal cortex ± anterior temporal structures and
amygdala) [31,36,68,74,83].
On the other hand, some stereotypic sleep-related behaviors
seem to be independent of epileptic discharges and do not seem to
result from direct activation of cortical areas [65,70]. Complex automatisms similar to those observed in sleep-related seizures have
been described in patients with non-epileptic ﬁts such as in syncope
related to cervical tumors [84,85]. “Primitive” functional motor and
emotional patterns such as masticatory automatisms, fear and
sadness, copulatory behaviors and pelvic thrusting, swaying,
pedaling and even walking can sometimes be observed without a
clear S-EEG “epileptic” activation [86]. Indeed, these manifestations
attributed to the frontal lobe have been hypothesized by Tassinari
et al. to be the result of a release of inhibition on the innate behavioral automatisms and survival behaviors under the control of central pattern generators (CPG) [87]. By disrupting the neomammalian
functions, the paleomammalian and reptilian brains would take

over, releasing these behaviors [88]. Accordingly, when neocortical
activity is disrupted by seizure activity, “primitive” functional motor
and emotional patterns may emerge [86,87].

Sleep-related hypermotor seizures: always a frontal onset?
As discussed above, hypermotor seizures, sleep-related or not,
have been shown to arise from various regions of the frontal lobe
[33,72,89] and are considered the hallmark of frontal lobe seizures
(hence the name NFLE). However, over the past decade many case
reports and case series, including some by our group have challenged this idea, demonstrating that other sites of seizure onset
may trigger tonic/dystonic or hyperkinetic behaviors. According to
our patient database, approximately 30% of patients with
pharmaco-resistant sleep-related hypermotor seizures investigated with S-EEG have a seizure onset outside the frontal lobe [54].
Most of the published sleep-related extra-frontal seizure cases
exhibit a temporal [31,83,90,91] or an insular-opercular
[31,32,35,92e94] onset although cases of parietal lobe, posterior
cingulate cortex and even occipital lobe onset have been reported
[34,75,95e97]. Carefully planned S-EEG studies have shown that in
the majority of these extra-frontal cases, long delays (3e38s) between the electrical and the clinical onset are recorded [35,91,98].
Clinically, such delays might help identify an extra-frontal onset as
tonic/dystonic or hyperkinetic behaviors in frontal lobe cases usually appear very early after the start of the epileptic discharge [99].
The long delays observed in extra-frontal onset also support the
view that the observed motor behaviors arise from the ictal
involvement or dysfunction of the frontal lobe structures [34,97].
Although the spread of epileptiform activity frequently reaches the
frontal lobe before the complex motor behaviors appear [32,34,90],
studies suggest that a perturbation or deactivation of frontal lobe
structures by the epileptic discharge is sufﬁcient to produce these
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behaviors, possibly through the release of subcortical motor systems including CPG [87,97].
From a clinical point of view, as most extra-frontal cases are of
temporal or insular origin, clinical manifestations and auras such as
ja
 vu in temporal
epigastric rising, acoustic sensations and/or de
lobe onset [31,100], as well as laryngeal and throat sensations,
dysarthria, hypersalivation, diffuse or bilateral cutaneous paresthesia of unpleasant or electrical character in opercular and/or
insular onset [94,101] should be sought out. Although few cases
have been reported, hypermotor seizures of parietal lobe onset
have been shown to produce auras such as focal paresthesia, vertigo or a falling sensation [97,102].
Finally, by reviewing the published extra-frontal cases of sleeprelated hypermotor seizures studied with S-EEG, extra-frontal
epileptic networks communicating with speciﬁc regions of the
frontal lobe can be recognized. For example, postecentral regions
are strongly connected to the precentral and premotor regions.
Therefore, seizures arising from the postecentral gyrus can produce clonic signs and tonic posture if the epileptic activity spreads
more anteriorly [36,96,97]. A seizure onset in the posterior cingulate cortex, connected to the mesial and lateral parietal lobe as well
as the paracentral lobule, supplementary motor area and anterior
cingulate cortex can lead to mild agitation with bilateral asymmetric proximal/axial tonic postures [34,75]. The temporal pole,
more than any other temporal lobe regions, seems to favor propagation of ictal activity towards the orbito-frontal cortex as well as
the anterior cingulate cortex [90,91,103]. A temporal seizure onset
can therefore produce the classic hyperkinetic manifestations
accompanied by integrated gestural motor behaviors [31,36,73].
Since this system is also strongly connected with the amygdala
complex, negative emotions are often present [33,36,74,83]. The
insular cortex, which shares extensive connections with many
brain regions, including the perisylvian regions (all operculae),
most of the frontal and temporal lobes as well as some connections
with the parietal and occipital lobes [104,105] can exhibit greater
behavioral manifestations than most other structures, behaving as
a great mimicker [94]. Published case series of sleep-related seizures with insular onset demonstrate a pattern of clinical manifestations that can be broadly divided in two main patterns:
hyperkinetic automatisms and dystonic asymmetric posturing [35].
Because the insula has rich and reciprocal intrainsular projections
[106], both patterns seem to be possible in any part of the insular
cortex. Indeed, some authors have tried to subdivide insular ictal
manifestations according to insular anatomy without much success
[32,35,106]. In the future, a classiﬁcation according to functional
and structural connectivity [105e107] of the insula with its surrounding regions might provide better semiologic localization.
In summary, this section highlights the fact that in the last
decade a signiﬁcant portion of sleep-related hypermotor epilepsy
cases were shown to arise outside the frontal lobe. Although the
classical manifestations of sleep-related seizures described in the
preceding sections are indeed manifestations of frontal lobe activation, inhibition or at least perturbation, the term NFLE currently
seems misleading [4]. In view of these recent S-EEG ﬁndings, it
might be time for a reappraisal of both the term and deﬁnition of
NFLE in order to provide a more accurate deﬁnition of this
syndrome.
Paroxysmal arousal, minor motor events and sleep instability
In 2003, the ﬁrst S-EEG recording of a patient with PAs was
published [64]. Besides major attacks, the patient presented stereotyped PAs characterized by head and trunk elevation with
frightened expression. Occasionally she would sit up on the bed and
rapidly fall asleep again. S-EEG recordings showed that these

attacks arose from the SMA and that the increasing complexity of
the motor behaviors (from minor to major events) reﬂected
different duration, amplitude, and spread of the discharge to the
surrounding areas. Successively, other patients with PAs were
published where the clinical features were variable; indeed, in one
patient, the elevation of the head and trunk could occur either
suddenly or more slowly, resembling a physiological awakening
[65]. S-EEG showed that all types of PAs (including those resembling normal awakenings) occurred during NREM sleep and were
correlated with a discharge of polyspikes, followed by a low-voltage
fast discharge, and localized over the dorsolateral cortex of the
superior and middle frontal gyrus, the SMA or the frontal CG. The
sum of these observations suggests that PAs are closely associated
with epileptiform discharges (EDs) but the same ED can produce
variable clinical features depending on the site of the discharge and
other variables such as the level of arousal, arousal ﬂuctuation, and
body position during the ED [7,65,70,86]. Further S-EEG studies
could be useful in clarifying the relationship between these
modulating factors, the epileptic discharges and the motor and
behavioral output.
While all PAs recorded with S-EEG were associated with EDs, the
same cannot be said of MME. Deﬁned in the previous section, MME
are known to occur quasi-periodically during long stretches of
NREM sleep, mostly during phases of unstable sleep, more precisely
in relation with the phase A of the cyclic alternating pattern (CAP)
[7,69]. MME may occur very frequently during sleep (reported
range: 61e561) and, when excessive, lead to sleep fragmentation
(increased CAP rate), loss of total NREM sleep time and increase
daytime sleepiness, at least in patients with drug-resistant sleeprelated seizures [64,71]. In earlier descriptions, MME had been
assumed to represent the early phase in the continuum of sleeprelated epileptic manifestations [67,69]. This was also recognized
in some NFLE cases by S-EEG recording [64,65]. However, because
MMEs resemble physiologic sleep-related movements and scalp
EEG is frequently normal during their occurrence [64,67,70], it
remained unclear whether MME were always the clinical corollary
of ED. Using S-EEG data from NFLE patients, Terzaghi et al. showed
that more than two thirds of MMEs were indeed related to ED,
discharges that were frequently undetectable on scalp EEG [70].
Interestingly, in an individual patient, the same highly stereotyped
MME could occur in either the presence or absence of an S-EEGrecorded ED. On the other hand, a local ED could be correlated with
different MME patterns over the course of one night. In a second SEEG analysis, Terzaghi et al. studied the relationship between MME,
ED and arousal ﬂuctuation in NFLE patients. They showed that the
MME as well as the recorded ED shared a close relationship with
arousal ﬂuctuations as depicted by analysis of the CAP [71], preferably occurring during the phase A [7,12]. These results suggest
that the organized cyclic oscillatory state represented by the phase
A of the CAP could not only favor the co-occurrence of MME and ED
but also create a reciprocal facilitating effect [71]. In view of these
ﬁndings, ED-related MME should probably not be considered true
epileptic manifestations but be construed as a motor manifestation
in relation with sleep instability and somewhat facilitated, in a
nonspeciﬁc way, by the presence of the ED itself. As such, the
presence of MME without major attacks during a home-video,
video-EEG or a polysomnography (PSG) recording should not sufﬁce to make a diagnosis of NFLE, even in the presence of interictal
epileptiform discharges (IEDs). We suggest that MME could
represent a behavioral release, often stereotyped in the individual
patient, provoked by the arousal [7]. The ED would act as an internal trigger increasing arousal ﬂuctuations that in turn would
enhance and modulate the occurrence of physiological movements
(MME) or different types of sleep disturbances [7,15,18,44,65,70].
Conversely, the resulting sleep instability (increased CAP rate)
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could facilitate the occurrence of epileptic discharges in a bidirectionally inﬂuenced system (Fig. 3) [7,18]. Importantly, the
removal of the EZ can, not only eliminate major attacks but also
reduce sleep instability, which consequently, can decrease MME
and daytime sleepiness [33,44,108].
The neurophysiology of sleep-related hypermotor seizures and the
usefulness of focal cortical dysplasia as a model of sleep-related
epilepsy
During the sleep-wake process, epileptic activity is modulated
by a multiplicity of self-governed oscillations whose temporal and
spatial scales dynamically evolve [109]. The activation of ictal and
interictal activity by these oscillations is a well-known feature of
many epileptic syndromes in both children and adults [6]. As a
general rule, the occurrence of IEDs and seizures tend to be slightly
reduced during REM sleep as compared to wakefulness whereas
unstable NREM sleep periods, such stage changes and the CAP, are
considered facilitators of both [7,41,42,109,110]. Of clinical importance is the fact that during the phase A of the CAP the interictal
discharges can spread ipsilaterally and contralaterally from the
primary focus [7], whereas during REM sleep the discharges seem
to focalize maximally, especially in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE)
[39e41]. Moreover, sleep may bring out IEDs that are not present
on wake scalp EEG recordings [110e112].
Nevertheless, it is imperative to note that most studies assessing
the role of sleep on ictal and interictal activity have been performed
using scalp EEG and conventional sleep stage scoring. Although
sleep-related seizures can be diagnosed fairly easily during videoEEG recordings, it is well known that scalp EEG lacks in sensitivity
to evaluate the relationship between sleep stages and IEDs because

Fig. 3. The vicious circle of sleep-related epileptic discharges. Interictal epileptic discharges (IEDs) occurring during sleep act as an internal trigger that facilitates the
occurrence of micro-arousals and increase sleep instability. This instability increases
and/or modulates the occurrence of minor motor events and other sleep disturbances,
which in turn facilitates the production of IEDs and sleep-related seizures by sustaining sleep instability. (PLMS) periodic limb movements of sleep. Modiﬁed from
[188].
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many intracranially-detected IEDs are absent on scalp EEG both
during wakefulness and sleep [27,113,114]. As evidenced in Fig. 4,
large IEDs discrepancies can be appreciated during simultaneous
recordings of scalp EEG and S-EEG during different phases of the
sleep-wake cycle. Furthermore, although clinically relevant, conventional sleep scoring rules simply provide a general categorization
of scalp EEG activity without providing a deep understanding of the
complex mechanisms underlying the interrelationship between
sleep and the epileptic activity [109,115,116].
The use of intracerebral EEG recordings during sleep can partially
circumvent these limitations allowing the study of local electrical
ﬁelds as well as single neurons with depth electrodes and microwires, respectively [38,43,49e52,116]. For example, S-EEG has
enabled the characterization of the peculiar electrophysiological
features of a common epileptogenic lesion, the type II focal cortical
dysplasia (FCD) or Taylor-type, known to signiﬁcantly increase the
risk of sleep-related seizures with respect to other histopathological
substrates, regardless of its location inside the brain [117]. Type II
FCD can therefore be considered a human in vivo model of sleeprelated epilepsy, offering a unique opportunity to explore the
interrelationship between sleep oscillatory properties and epileptic
activity. Indeed, the inﬂuence of the sleep-wake process on type II
FCD is clearly seen when inspecting the particular ﬁring patterns of
the dysplasia during sleep and wake using S-EEG. During wakefulness, type II FCD produce characteristic rhythmic and subcontinuous
spike- and polyspike- and wave discharges that alternate with occasional short bursts of fast discharges (“brushes”), interrupted by
electrical ﬂattening (Figs. 1 and 6-A). In NREM sleep, fewer spikeand-wave discharges are seen, replaced by considerably more
frequent short bursts of low voltage fast discharges inside the
dysplasia that tend to recur pseudo-periodically, often spreading
over the surrounding non-lesional areas and sometimes developing
into a seizure (Figs. 1 and 6-B) [118e120]. In occasional cases, a
rhythmic pattern reminiscent of the electrophysiological behavior of
neurons of the thalamic reticular nucleus, the pacemakers of sleep
spindles that lead to the typical 4-s periodicity of neocortical spindles, can be observed (Fig. 6). Interestingly, connexin 43, a membrane protein forming the hexametric structures of the gap
junctions known to mediate these oscillations in the reticular nucleus [121] are reported to be abnormally rearranged in FCD type IIb
[122], suggesting a possible mechanisms as to why some FCD may
intrinsically behave like the reticular nucleus circuitry during NREM
sleep [120]. Since many MRI-negative cases of sleep-related hypermotor seizures are associated with type II FCD, it has been suggested
that the propensity of some type II FCD to manifest during sleep
might be partly related to its size [123]. Indeed, smaller type II FCD
might not be able to recruit sufﬁcient non-dysplastic cortex for
seizure propagation during wakefulness due to a low critical mass of
neurons and therefore hijack the sleep oscillatory mechanisms
during the night in order to manifest itself [123,124].
From the sleep-wake EEG ﬁring pattern of FCD, it can be hypothesized that the frequent rhythmic and subcontinuous spikeand polyspike-and-wave discharges produced by the FCD during
wakefulness and REM sleep denotes the strong inﬂuence of cortical
and subcortical networks on the FCD (Fig. 6). REM sleep has clearly
been shown to represent a much more integrated state than NREM
sleep as it is able to sustain long-range, complex patterns of activation, similar to the functional connectivity observed during
wakefulness [125]. Therefore, during wakefulness and REM sleep, a
small FCD should be relatively integrated into the brain networks
and modulated by it, receiving inputs from other brain regions. We
speculate that the pattern of semi-continuous interictal spikes
observed during wakefulness might indicate a state of reduced
probability for low voltage fast discharges and seizure development.
Accordingly, experimental studies have shown that interictal spikes
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Fig. 4. A) Simultaneous stereo-EEG (upper panel) and scalp EEG (lower panel) during wakefulness (Wake), NREM sleep stage 2 and REM sleep. B) The epileptogenic zone was
located medially in the left central cingulate gyrus (crosshair and dot). In all phases of the sleep-wake cycle, large discrepancies in interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs) frequency
between S-EEG and scalp EEG are observed. The IEDs recorded with S-EEG, contrary to scalp EEG ﬁndings, are more numerous during wakefulness and REM sleep than during NREM
sleep. However, during NREM sleep, individual IEDs become more widespread and of greater amplitude increasing their visibility on scalp EEG. (EOG) electrooculogram, (EMG, chin)
electromyogram.

in focal epilepsies set off a period of inhibition that transiently reduces tissue excitability [126e128]. Indeed, by studying the S-EEG
data of patients with drug-resistant epilepsy secondary to type II
FCD, de Curtis and coworkers have shown that neocortical excitability is phasically inhibited during periodic interictal spiking [129].
During light and deep NREM sleep, an important transformation
of the ﬁring pattern of the FCD occurs (Figs. 1 and 6). This change is
probably related to the well-known dramatic EEG changes that
accompany the transition from wakefulness to NREM sleep, changes
that signal a re-arrangement of functional connectivity between brain
regions [130e132]. The progressive appearance of prominent, high
amplitude slow delta waves on the scalp sleep EEG is induced by a
signiﬁcant cortical change in the neuronal ﬁring mode, which leads to
the intra-cortical recording of high-amplitude slow oscillations and
sleep spindles [133,134]. These EEG recorded slow waves reﬂect, at
the single neuron level, the slow oscillations of the membrane potential. Steriade et al. showed that this activity consists of regularly
repeated sequences of depolarization (up-state or activated state) and
hyperpolarization (down-state or silent state) [133,135] Intracellular
recordings in both anesthetized and naturally sleeping cats have
shown that cortical neurons exhibit periods of intensive bursts of
synaptic activity [136,137], spending most of their time in a depolarized, wakefulness-like up-state that is periodically interrupted by
hyperpolarized, silent down-states [138]. This neuronal behavior
translates into a highly homogeneous EEG pattern (both on scalp and
S-EEG) during deep slow wave sleep, a pattern characterized by a
stable production of slow waves (non-CAP phase), especially in the
ﬁrst part of the night (Fig. 1). S-EEG sampling of different cortical
regions have conﬁrmed that the spatially homogeneous and stable
slow waves are linked to spatially synchronized local neuronal upand down-states (Fig. 5-A) [50]. Interestingly, animal intracerebral
recording studies have shown that neuronal up- and down-states can

play a strong role in precipitating epileptic activity and seizures in a
predisposed subject [124,139]. As seen in Fig. 5-G, EDs during NREM
sleep occur exclusively during the up-state phase of the slow wave
[139,140]. Moreover, pre-ictal discharges in anesthetized cats were
shown to develop in continuity with slow oscillations before evolving
into an electrographic seizure [141], suggesting that slow wave sleep
is a favorable substrate for seizure development in certain susceptible
patients. A recent S-EEG study has conﬁrmed these ﬁndings by
showing that high amplitude widespread slow waves that correlated
with the phase A1 of the CAP on scalp EEG, are speciﬁc modulators of
epileptic activity [116]. Unexpectedly, the investigators observed that
epileptic spikes and high frequency oscillations, contrary to physiologic EEG activity, do not occur at the peak of the up-state but during
the transition from the “up-” to the down-state of the slow wave,
suggesting that the transition towards disfacilitation could facilitate
the production of ED by brieﬂy increasing neuronal hypersynchronization through inhibitory mechanisms [116,142].
That being said, seizures generally do not occur during NREM
sleep stage 3 where the highest level of neuronal slow oscillation
and synchronization is expected. Why is it so? One interesting
possibility is that the slow oscillation characterized by up- and
down-state alternation may profoundly affect the way cortical
circuits process incoming information [130,143]. Indeed, during
NREM sleep, a progressive loss of effective connectivity [144] occurs between brain regions due to the presence of disfacilitation
(i.e., temporal absence of network activity) associated with
neuronal hyperpolarization achieved through functional deafferentation [139,143]. We therefore hypothesize that the change in
the FCD's ﬁring pattern during NREM sleep is related to a reduced
modulation of the FCD by the surrounding cortex. By facilitating
locally regulated processes during homogeneous slow wave sleep, a
regional increase in synaptic effectiveness and in local
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Fig. 5. Slow wave oscillations and seizure development: from intracellular recordings to scalp EEG. A) Simultaneous scalp EEG, intracerebral EEG and single-unit activity in two
distant brain regions during deep NREM sleep in one individual showing that global slow waves can occur in unison across the brain (see reference [50] for complete ﬁgure). The
extracellular recording (black lines, unit spikes) reveal an OFF period where unit spiking activity cease almost entirely, likely corresponding to a down state of the slow oscillations.
Positive peaks in scalp EEG (red) tightly correspond to negative peaks of depth EEG (blue) and to ON periods with rigorous spiking, in accordance with a depolarized up state. Rows
(top to bottom) depict activity in scalp EEG (at Cz), right supplementary motor area (R-SMA), left entorhinal cortex (L-EC). Cyan dots show individual slow waves detected
automatically in each channel separately. Gray and white vertical bars mark ON and OFF periods occurring in unison across multiple brain regions. Modiﬁed from [50]. B) An
example of a spatially heterogeneous state of local neuronal slow oscillation expressed by local sleep slow waves occurring at different times. White shadings mark local downstates. Intracerebral EEG (blue), multiunit activity (dark green) and single-unit spikes (black lines) in the left and right posterior cingulate gyrus (LPC and RPC). Modiﬁed from [50].
C) A sample of S-EEG recording during NREM sleep showing a local activation in the motor cortex (Mc, grey shadowed area) characterized by fast EEG activity that continues for tens
of seconds while a sleep EEG with slow waves prevails in the dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFc). (FzeCz) scalp electrode, (EOG) electrooculogram, (Chin) chin electromyography.
Modiﬁed from ref [37]. D) The cyclic alternating pattern (CAP) during NREM sleep stage 2 on scalp EEG in a patient with sleep-related seizures. Interictal epileptiform discharges
occur preferably during sequences of transient electrocortical activations (Phase A) that are distinct from background EEG activity (Phase B). For reviews see [7,115,189] E) S-EEG
montage during NREM sleep showing an example of repeated low frequency electrical stimulations of 5 mA delivered at 1 Hz boosting slow wave oscillation, which favors seizure
initiation in the epileptogenic zone. The asterisk marks the channel closest to the epileptogenic zone. (EKG) electrocardiogram, (DEL L/R) left and right deltoid electromyography. F)
Box highlight of the previous S-EEG montage showing fast epileptiform discharges developing in continuity with up-state of the cortical slow oscillations and leading to a clinical
seizure. This activity is reminiscent of the G) ﬁeld potential during a fragment of an electrographic seizure obtained during the slow (sleep-like) oscillation in area 5 of an
anaesthetized cat. Modiﬁed from [140]. For further explanation see reference [139]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

synchronization would allow the FCD to produce its characteristic
bursts of low voltage fast activity, crucial for seizure initiation
(Fig. 6) [122,145,146]. However, the presence of homogeneous slow
wave sleep would also act as a seizure-preventing mechanism by
disrupting the effective connectivity between the FCD and other
cortical regions thus preventing long range information processing
[132,143,147]. In short, a highly disfacilitated and locally-modulated
state such as the stable NREM sleep stage 3 would favor the production of unregulated low voltage fast discharges inside the EZ
while simultaneously segregating it from global brain dynamics.
It is well known that most sleep-related seizures occur in NREM
sleep during periods of unstable sleep such as stage changes and
the CAP (Fig. 5-D) [7]. During these intervals of the sleep-wake
cycle, brain activity is in a transitional unbalanced state, showing

ﬂuctuating levels of synchronization, both spatially and temporally.
On scalp EEG, this translates into the CAP phases [148,115]. S-EEG
sleep studies have conﬁrmed that this sleep state is one of electrophysiological heterogeneity where simultaneous wake-like and
sleep-like activity can be observed at different timescales, from
milliseconds using depth electrodes with microwires (Fig. 5-B) [50]
to seconds using S-EEG recordings (Fig. 5-C) [37]. Using simultaneous S-EEG and single-unit extracellular recording from multiple
brain regions in epileptic patients undergoing presurgical evaluation, Nir and colleagues showed than the up- and down-states and
their corresponding EEG slow waves are frequently a local rather
than a global phenomena (Fig. 5-B) [50]. Locally expressed sleep
slow waves, occurring while other cortical areas simultaneously
produce an activated EEG patterns have also been conﬁrmed by
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Fig. 6. S-EEG recordings of a patient with type IIb focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) during wakefulness and sleep. The four EEG panels (AeD) are divided in extra- and intralesional
bipolar channels. The intralesional contacts are within the type IIb FCD. A) Pathognomonic activity of FCD during wakefulness with rhythmic and subcontinuous spike- and
polyspike-and-wave discharges and occasional repetitive “brushes” inside the lesion. B) During NREM sleep, FCD activity is composed of pseudo-periodic bursts of low voltage fast
discharges that spread to non-lesional areas. C) The onset of a seizure during stage II NREM sleep. D) Return of a rhythmic pattern of spike- or polyspike and wave during REM sleep,
similar to wakefulness. Fz-Cz: scalp activity on the anterior vertex; EMG: electromyography (chin); EOG: electro-oculogram; EKG: electrocardiogram. Modiﬁed from [120].

concurrent S-EEG series of overnight recordings. Indeed, local
wake-like EEG patterns during NREM sleep can be observed across
different cortical areas, mostly during the CAP phase [38]. As an
example, a number of abrupt increases in higher frequency EEG
activity, including alpha and/or beta rhythm over the motor cortex
have been found to occur during NREM sleep even in the absence of
any sign of overt motor behavior. Simultaneously, many other
cortical areas including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex were
characterized by the presence of slow waves (Fig. 5-C) [37,38].
Accordingly, it is the presence of functional heterogeneity in the
cortical networks, represented by the lack of spatial slow wave
homogeneity [50,149], that seems to represent the necessary condition for seizure initiation during sleep (Fig. 5-B and eC) [139,141].
Altogether, these ﬁndings suggest that circumscribed bursts of low
voltage fast activity inside the FCD only propagates and develop
into a full blown seizure when the EZ (re)integrates collective brain
dynamics during periods of functional heterogeneity [7,124,150]. Of
note, such a state occurs spontaneously every night (phase A of the
CAP) [115] and can also be triggered through intracerebral electrical
stimulations, a technique used to induce seizures during the presurgical evaluation (Fig. 5-E) [151,152].
To date, several research groups have used intracerebral EEG or
S-EEG data to study the local physiological aspects of sleep while
carefully excluding pathological epileptic activity [37,49e52]. In the
future, we believe the use of advanced S-EEG signal analysis to
study local aspects of sleep in relation to interictal and ictal activity

could offer greater insights into the pathophysiology of sleeprelated seizures.
NREM parasomnias: insights from stereoelectroencephalography
The increasing use of digital intracranial EEG recordings for the
presurgical evaluation of patients with drug-resistant epilepsy [25]
has opened a physiological window on human sleep and enabled
the study of local aspects of sleep regulation. S-EEG recordings have
allowed to overcome the intrinsic spatial limitations of scalp EEG
techniques, thus conﬁrming animal ﬁndings that showed, at the
local scale, that sleep-like and wake-like EEG patterns may co-exist
in different human cortical areas [50,149]. Recognition of this
phenomenon has partially changed (at least at the electrophysiological level) the classical deﬁnition of wake and sleep as separate,
discrete states.
Traditionally, sleep is described in terms of global behavioral
state since central specialized networks are known to actively
regulate the sleep-wake cycle and the different vigilance states
[153e155]. Wakefulness and sleep states are considered stable and,
between them, a predictable cycle is usually observed. From a
behavioral and a neurophysiological perspective, an unambiguous
separation is normally subserved by a widely distributed neural
system that possesses functionally distinct but integrated components [156]. However, the cerebral cortex, strongly inﬂuenced by
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this neural system, does not respond in a global ON/OFF manner. As
previously stated, sleep deﬁned on the basis of EEG activity does
not arise simultaneously in all cortical areas since the boundaries
between wakefulness and sleep have been shown to be somewhat
ﬂuid and overlapping [38,52,157e159]. Hence, wakefulness and
sleep do not seem to be two mutually exclusive states [149,157,160].
The presence of simultaneous local dissociated electrophysiological
states during sleep and wakefulness has been corroborated by SEEG recordings of human sleep [37,49,50,52]. These observations
suggest that the co-existence of wake-like and sleep-like electrophysiological activity is a possible property of the brain [38].
Accordingly, the paradigm of “local sleep” [161] is paramount to
understanding the pathophysiology of NREM-related parasomnias
since it also accounts for the occurrence of pathological dissociated
states across different brain structures [157].
Pathophysiology of NREM-related parasomnias
Parasomnias are sleep disorders characterized by undesirable
behavioral or experiential phenomena occurring during NREM,
REM or during transitions to and from sleep. Disorders such as
confusional arousals, sleep terrors and somnambulism (sleepwalking) are classiﬁed under the term “NREM-related parasomnias” because they arise from stage 3, and occasionally stage 2
of NREM sleep. All three share common features and are considered
part of a continuum of paroxysmal behavioral patterns rather than
biologically distinct entities [3]. They encompass a wide range of
emotional and motor behaviors of increasing complexity and
duration, characterized by misperception and relative unresponsiveness to external stimuli, mental confusion, automatic behaviors
and variable retrograde amnesia [162]. Historically, somnambulism
and other NREM parasomnias have been attributed to a host of
pathological, psychological and paranormal phenomena [163] but
as with epilepsy, it was the emergence of EEG and the creation of
the ﬁrst sleep laboratory in the 1960s that helped deﬁne and
characterize these conditions [164,165]. During this period, it was
recognized that somnambulism and related disorders were not
related to dream enactment but occurred following incomplete
arousals from slow-wave sleep [166,167]. Indeed, all NREM parasomnias seem to share a common pathophysiology that relies on
the breakdown of the boundaries between the wakefulness and
sleep regulatory systems during slow-wave sleep [157,162,167].
In this context, NREM parasomnias are conceptualized as disorders of arousal, and single episodes have long been assumed to
represent a simultaneous admixture of wakefulness and NREM
sleep [167]. During an event, subjects are neither fully awake
(impaired conscious awareness) nor fully asleep (partial ability to
interact with others and the immediate environment) [168]. Indeed,
the association of abrupt motor activity with diffuse, rhythmic, highvoltage bursts of delta activity on the scalp EEG in patients with
arousal parasomnias suggest the dissociation between mental and
motor arousal [164,167]. Although no robust alterations in overall
sleep architecture and the sleep-wake cycle are observed in subjects
with NREM parasomnias, they have been shown to present NREM
sleep instability with an increased CAP rate [169,170], hypersynchronous delta waves [166], irregular build-up of slow-wave
activity [171,172] and unique EEG characteristics prior to and during somnambulistic episodes, such as rhythmic and synchronous
delta activity predominant in the anterior regions, sometimes
intermixed with faster rhythms [173,174].
Obviously, because of its invasive nature, S-EEG cannot be used
to study sleep physiology or sleep disorders in otherwise healthy
individuals. Nevertheless, drug-resistant focal epilepsy and NREM
parasomnias can rarely coexist in a single patient providing an
opportunity to study these sleep disorders during a presurgical S-
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EEG investigation. In recent years, we have had the chance to
capture three NREM parasomnia episodes during S-EEG presurgical
evaluation. Two of these cases have been previously published as
case reports [45,46]. In 2009, Terzaghi et al. published a S-EEG
recording of a confusional arousal captured during a S-EEG exploration of the right fronto-parietal brain regions. During the event,
local fast wake-like EEG activations in the motor and cingulate
cortices contrasted with the persistence or increase of bursts of
sleep-like delta waves in the frontal and parietal associative
cortices [45]. Later, a second confusional arousal was reported with
similar ﬁndings of dissociated simultaneous wake-like and sleeplike activity in a S-EEG exploration that also included the limbic
cortex. In this case, the persistence of delta activity in the hippocampal and frontal associative cortices was also found to be in
sharp contrast with the presence of a local activation of the motor,
cingulate, insular and temporopolar cortices and the amygdala [46].
Along with sleep-like slow waves, the hippocampus also exhibited
regular sleep spindles during the entire duration of the event.
Interestingly, S-EEG investigation ruled out the presence of epilepsy in this patient, eliminating the possibility of an inﬂuence of
the epileptic substrate on local slow wave generation and thus
pointing more directly to a dysfunctional and independent action of
the systems involved in NREM sleep and wakefulness regulation. A
third episode of confusional arousal was recently captured in our
laboratory and was discussed in a recent review article on the
boundaries of wake and sleep [159]. The patient, a 17 y-old boy
with an 11-y history of pharmacoresistant focal epilepsy was
admitted to our center for S-EEG recording in June 2012. The patient had an unremarkable brain MRI. A right temporo-parietaloccipital S-EEG exploration was undertaken, which also included
electrodes in the frontal and central operculae, the anterior and
posterior hippocampus and the insula. As part of a feasibility study
on thalamic stimulation in epilepsy, the nucleus ventralis intermedius of the thalamus (VIM), close to the sheet-like reticular
thalamic nucleus, had also been sampled by one distal electrode
contact (Fig. 7-B). The recorded epileptic activity in this patient was
compatible with typical FCD EEG activity and located in the posterior portion of the insula. The S-EEG recordings also exhibited
slower waves in the posterior portion of the insula that extended to
the central, parietal and temporal operculae. The activity of other
regions, including the mesial temporal structures was reported as
physiological. During his hospitalization, video-S-EEG captured a
typical episode of confusional arousal during slow wave sleep. The
S-EEG recorded an increase of slow, high-amplitude delta activity
that progressively became pseudo-rhythmic in all the explored
heteromodal cortical regions of the inferior and superior parietal
lobule, the pre-cuneus, middle occipital gyrus, the posterior
cingulate gyrus, and the hippocampus. As shown in Fig. 7-A, parietal scalp EEG activity showed hypersynchronous high-voltage
delta activity (higher power spectral density (Fig. 7-E)) as
compared to a physiological NREM epoch recorded during the same
night, and consistent with an increased number of slow waves
(asterisks in Fig. 7-A) detected as in Riedner et al. [175]. This
confusional arousal was not associated with ictal activity in the EZ
located in the operculo-insular region, which continued to produce
interictal spikes and slow waves. Unfortunately and contrary to the
previous cases, no intra-cortical electrodes were located in regions
shown to be activated in a wake-like manner (i.e., motor cortex and
cingulate gyrus) during a NREM parasomnia. However, during the
episode, EEG activity in the ventro-medial portion of the thalamus
showed a slight decrease in delta power and a clear-cut emergence
of beta activity (Fig. 7-A, E). This fast activity was similar in frequency and amplitude to the thalamic activity recorded during
wakefulness (Fig. 1) and to previously published S-EEG thalamic
wake-activity [38]. To our knowledge, this S-EEG recording is the
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Fig. 7. Standard polygraphic and S-EEG recordings during an episode of confusional arousal compared to a NREM sleep episode of the same duration. A) Scalp EEG and S-EEG
recordings from bipolar contacts located in the inferior parietal gyrus (IPG) and in the ventralis intermedius nucleus of the thalamus (VIM). Asterisks indicate detected slow waves
in IPG by applying the same methods adopted by Riedner et al. [175] In blue, tracings from a 1-min NREM sleep epoch. In red, tracings from the same patient during an episode of
NREM confusional arousal occurring in the same night. Scalp EEG, electromyography (EMG) and electrooculographic (EOG) recording are shown below. B) Topographic distribution
of the bipolar contacts (white dots) shown on lateral (top) and medial (bottom) views of the 3D reconstruction of the patient's brain. Red dots represent the two contacts whose
tracings are presented in (A). C) Wave-triggered average (individual events in grey and color coded average potential) and time-frequency analysis (EEGLAB [190] Wavelet 3 cycles)
performed on the detected slow waves indicated in panel A aligned at the peak of the negative deﬂection. For both conditions, blue color in time-frequency plots indicates a
reduction, red indicates signiﬁcant increase, green indicates no change in power as compared to the time interval going from 1000 ms to 500 ms preceding the negative peak (not
shown). D) Frames extracted from the video recordings corresponding to the tracings presented in panel A and B during NREM sleep (left) and the NREM confusional arousal
episode (right). E) Power spectral density for VIM (left) and IPG (right) calculated over the 1-min tracings in (A) and over a recording of the same duration acquired during
wakefulness (green). Modiﬁed from [159]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

ﬁrst report of thalamic electrophysiological activity during a
NREM parasomnia. Using simultaneous intracortical and intrathalamic S-EEG recordings, Magnin et al. have previously shown
that thalamic and cortical activities are not always time-locked.
During the wakeesleep transition, thalamic deactivation can
precede that of the cortex by several minutes [38,49,52]. The
opposite however was not observed during transition from NREM
sleep stage 2 or 3 to wakefulness [49]. Our thalamic electrophysiological data suggest that thalamic activation before cortical
activation is possible during arousals, at least during partial or
dissociated ones. Moreover, it has been shown that NREM-related
parasomnias are associated with an increased CAP rate, with
hypersynchronized slow waves (phase A1 of the CAP) often

accompanying the nocturnal events [170,176]. During phase A1, an
increase in thalamo-cortical synchronization has been hypothesized [115,177]. Future studies, coupling intracerebral and scalp
hd-EEG recordings, may further clarify the nature of the different
scalp EEG phasic events.
Interestingly, the combined ﬁndings of these three cases identify speciﬁc neuronal circuits that constitute the neurophysiological
substrate of most brain perfusion changes observed by Bassetti
et al. during a sleepwalking event [178]. Indeed, by injecting a
radiolabeled compound to visualize brain perfusion during an
episode of undisturbed slow wave sleep and, on a subsequent night,
during a sleepwalking episode, they highlighted a decreased
regional cerebral blood of the fronto-parietal associative cortices
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coexisting with an activation of the thalamus and cingulate cortex
during the event [178].
Another interesting feature of S-EEG analysis during NREM
parasomnias concerns the phenomenon of altered consciousness.
Recent research theories on consciousness have proposed that
consciousness is tied to information integration [179]. In this
context, sleep represents a physiological model of decreased consciousness. As previously mentioned, the thalamocortical system
during NREM sleep has been shown to breakdown into isolated
regional modules thus impairing its ability to produce complex,
differentiated responses and to sustain reciprocal causal interactions [130e132,143]. This behavior is likely linked to the
development of neuronal slow oscillations in thalamocortical circuits during NREM sleep [133,145]. Since increased hypersynchronous high-amplitude delta waves on the scalp EEG are
typical during NREM parasomnias, we therefore wondered
whether the hypersynchronous slow waves recorded during the
confusional arousal, a state of decreased consciousness, had the
same properties as the ones occurring during physiologic slow
wave sleep (i.e., they are characterized by similar neuronal
behavior). Indeed, by analyzing the modulation of high frequency
(>20 Hz) power associated with slow waves [180] as a local ﬁeld
potential proxy of the underlying brief periods of hyperpolarization and neuronal silence (down-states) during both NREM
sleep and the confusional arousal, we observed that both the slow
waves recorded during sleep and NREM parasomnias are underpinned by an alternation between activated up-state and a silent
down-state (Fig. 7-C). This ﬁnding suggests that the local slow
waves observed during a NREM parasomnia are analogous to
physiologic sleep slow waves. The variable level of conscious
awareness during a NREM parasomnia could therefore possibly
depend on the amount and location of the local persistence of
these slow waves.
In summary, because each S-EEG exploration is anatomically
case-speciﬁc and cannot cover the entire cortical mantle, extrapolations from each case is necessary. However, our S-EEG ﬁndings are
in line with the presence of simultaneous electrophysiologically
diverse local states during physiologic sleep and that some brain
networks can exhibit sleep patterns while others exhibit wake-like
activities [37,45,46]. Furthermore, electrophysiological ﬁndings
during NREM parasomnias parallel the functional studies consistent
with the view that NREM parasomnias consist of dissociated activation of particular brain regions: speciﬁc cortical areas modify their
ﬁring pattern to produce wake-like EEG activity while most heteromodal cortices continue to produce sleep-like activity. This pattern
of regional dissociation where certain cortical regions are activated
while the majority of the cortical surface continues to produce slow
waves is also consistent with the persistence of global slow wave
activity on scalp EEG recordings [171,173]. Interestingly, these S-EEG
ﬁndings could help explain some of the classic behavioral features of
NREM parasomnias: the activation of the amygdaloetemporoeinsular areas disengaged from the control of the prefrontal cortex
could explain the motor and emotional activation, such as fear and
wandering, whereas the deactivation of the hippocampal and
frontal associative cortices would explain the amnesia for the event,
loss of insight and disinhibited behaviors [38]. Moreover, in our
third S-EEG recorded patient, the explored postero-lateral regions of
the occipital cortex, the visual association areas, produced the same
high amplitude delta activity as the parietal lobe and hippocampus
although the patient was moving in bed with his eyes open, visually
following the technician (Fig. 7-D). Although no electrode explored
the primary visual cortex, this region if behaving as other previously
explored primary cortices, should generate a wake-like activity
during the parasomnia. As the occipito-parieto-temporal cortex is
the site of visual information processing, we hypothesize that the
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continued production of sleep-like activity throughout the episode
hinders the brain to efﬁciently handle the inputs of the primary
visual area. This could contribute to the characteristic clumsiness
and occasional sleepwalking-related injuries such as walking into
walls or hitting furniture [181]. Finally, as the behavioral manifestations of NREM parasomnias can show great variations both within
and across predisposed patients [182], the presented S-EEG data
most likely represent an electrophysiological continuum that could
explain the range of behavioral complexity and mnesic characteristics. For example, a lower threshold for local cortical networks
arousability (hippocampus, frontal cortex) in adults might explain
the higher proportion of episode recall in adult sleepwalkers
compared to children [162].
The fundamental cause of the “pathological” state dissociation
in NREM parasomnias is still unknown but genetic and maturational factors are likely to play a major role [162]. The identiﬁcation
with S-EEG of local dissociated states during physiological sleep
seems to suggest an adaptive role of this phenomenon. Indeed, the
coexistence of wake-like and sleep-like EEG patterns allows some
animals, such as birds and aquatic mammals, to continue swimming, ﬂying or monitoring the environment while obtaining some
sleep [183e185]. In an evolutionary perspective, a lower arousal
threshold of local cortical networks during NREM sleep in humans
may have been selected, because it increases the probability of
survival, i.e., prioritizing the activation of motor cortices before
multimodal frontal associative cortices in case of a sudden awakening in the face of danger. However, a balance between rapid,
global awakenings and sleep preservation needs be achieved to
avoid repeated nocturnal arousals, and to ensure that homeostatically regulated sleep processes do occur. In subjects with
NREM parasomnias, we hypothesize that a pathological increased
arousability of local neuronal networks (motor and limbic) would
contrast with an increased compensatory sleep preserving pressure in other cortical areas. This “dysregulated survival reﬂex”
would therefore put in contrast structures wishing to preserve
global sleep (subcortical specialized networks and cortical areas
with high homeostatic sleep pressure) to the previously cited brain
regions having an increased arousability or lower arousal
threshold.
One limitation of studying NREM-arousal parasomnias with SEEG is that patients must present a dual diagnosis of epilepsy and
parasomnias. This reality can limit the cortical areas studied and
confound the results if the sampled regions are not free of epileptic
contamination. The ﬁndings described above, derived from three
patients with NREM-related parasomnias, were carefully reviewed
to exclude contacts with pathological activity. Moreover, our cohort
includes a subject in whom the diagnosis of epilepsy was excluded
following S-EEG [46]. Since we obtained similar results in all three
patients, epileptic or not, we are conﬁdent in the generalizability of
our ﬁndings. Nonetheless, since the use of S-EEG for future study of
the pathophysiology of NREM parasomnias relies on serendipity
and cannot be carefully planned, future electrophysiological studies
might instead beneﬁt from the use of high-density scalp EEG and
advanced signal analysis methods [186,187]. Moreover, studying
the local aspects of physiologic sleep and network connectivity in
patients with epilepsy undergoing S-EEG recording might offer
greater insight into speciﬁc aspects of NREM parasomnias such as
the association of regional neuronal slow oscillations and altered
consciousness.
Conclusion
Sleep is associated with many types of paroxysmal behaviors
that have always been intertwined due to their clinical similarities.
Although the intimate relationship between sleep and these
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behaviors are complex, EEG and recent technological advances
have helped to clarify their occurrence, differential diagnosis and
their pathophysiology. Intra-cerebral EEG recordings have offered a
unique opportunity to investigate simultaneously several cortical
and subcortical structures across the entire vigilance spectrum,
from active wakefulness to deep sleep. S-EEG recordings in patients
with drug-resistant epilepsy have greatly improved our understanding of frontal and extra-frontal lobe networks implicated in
sleep-related seizures as well as the inﬂuence of sleep on speciﬁc
pathophysiological and histopathological substrates. Intracerebral
EEG recordings derived from patients with epilepsy have also been
valuable for the study of sleep physiology and speciﬁc sleep disorders such as NREM parasomnias. It is our hope that future S-EEG
using advanced signal analysis methods will further contribute to
understanding both disorders as well as their relationship with
sleep physiology.

Practice points
 Sleep-related epilepsies
1) Stereo-EEG is a valuable clinical tool to localize the
epileptogenic zone in sleep-related drug-resistant epilepsies when non-invasive tests have failed to do so.
2) Patients with sleep-related hypermotor seizures may
exhibit many types of stereotypic motor events of
increasing complexity ranging from short minor motor
events (MME), and paroxysmal arousals to longer
major attacks.
3) S-EEG studies show that frontal lobe seizures follow a
rostrocaudal continuum: the most highly integrated
ictal behaviors arise from the rostral prefrontal regions, while the more elementary motor signs are
associated with more caudally located ictal discharges.
4) Paroxysmal arousals are strongly correlated to
epileptiform discharges but the same discharge can
produce variable clinical features depending not only
on the cortical location but also on other variables such
as the level of arousal and body position at the time of
the event.
5) In patients with NFLE, S-EEG has shown that epileptiform discharges often not detected on scalp EEG can
favor the occurrence of MME and non-epileptic manifestations through an increase in arousal fluctuations
(increased CAP rate).
6) S-EEG recordings suggest that the MME observed in
suspected cases of NFLE should not be considered true
epileptic manifestations but a consequence of an unstable sleep (increased CAP rate) since one third of
these events are not related to an epileptic discharge.
As such, their presence with or without epileptiform
discharges is not sufficient for the diagnosis of NFLE.
7) Approximately 30% of patients with sleep-related
hypermotor seizures have an extra-frontal onset,
most frequently a temporal or operculo-insular onset,
which then activates or perturbs frontal networks.
8) Type II focal cortical dysplasia is the most common
histopathological substrate of drug-resistant sleeprelated hypermotor seizures, regardless of its location
inside the brain.
9) Sleep-related seizures can develop in continuity with
the up-state phase of the slow wave oscillations and is

favored by the presence of a spatially heterogeneous
slow wave sleep state.
 NREM arousal parasomnias
1)S-EEG recordings during the sleep-wake cycle suggest that the co-existence of wake-like and sleep-like
electrophysiological activity is a possible property of
the human brain. Hence, wakefulness and sleep do not
seem to be two mutually exclusive states.
2) S-EEG recordings of NREM-related parasomnias have
confirmed the co-existence of simultaneous wake-like
and sleep-like activity in different brain regions during an episode. The variable level of conscious
awareness during a NREM parasomnia could possibly
depend on the amount and location of the local
persistence of these slow waves.
3) Local slow waves characteristics and morphology
during a NREM parasomnia are analogous to those
observed during slow wave sleep, reflecting an alternation of neuronal up- and down-state.
4) S-EEG findings of dissociated local wake-like and sleeplike activity are compatible with the classic clinical features of NREM parasomnias, such as motor and
emotional activation along with clumsiness, disinhibited
behavior, loss of insight and amnesia of the event.

Research agenda
 Sleep-related epilepsies
1) Improve our understanding of seizure-induced alteration of consciousness during seizures using S-EEG
recordings and advanced signal analysis methods.
2) Clarify the triggers of paroxysmal arousals and minor
motor events as well as the sleep-related variables
such as the level of arousal, body position and cortical
release phenomenon that influence them.
3) Compare global scalp EEG findings of the CAP, namely
phase A1, A2 and A3, with simultaneous local intracerebral events on S-EEG to clarify the relationship
between scalp slow waves, local slow waves and
epileptic activity.
4) Provide a greater understanding of the interplay between local sleep-related slow oscillations and
epileptiform activity in clinically relevant models of
sleep-related epilepsy such as patients with type II
focal cortical dysplasia.
 NREM arousal parasomnias
1) Considering that capturing a NREM-related parasomnia with S-EEG is a rare event, the use of highdensity scalp EEG and advanced signal analysis
methods should offer greater insights in global brain
dynamics during an event.
2) Studying the local regulatory processes of physiologic
sleep should increase our understanding of the pathophysiology of NREM-related parasomnias and its
clinical correlates.
3) Clarify the underlying mechanisms that relate to the
alteration of consciousness in physiological sleep and
in dissociated states such as NREM parasomnias with
the use of S-EEG and advanced EEG signal analysis
methods.
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